
The Balancing Act® Talks Turning Tap Water into C-Enriched,
Healthier Drink on Lifetime TV
ClaroSwiss® from Aquis GmbH, Healthy Body, Botanical Laboratories, Inc. Take Center Stage on Upcoming Show with Host Julie Moran

(Pompano Beach, FL – CISION – June 4, 2013) Popular morning show The Balancing Act® welcomes Aquis GmbH, some of the hottest
names in a new kind of water filter, green coffee bean extract and liquid supplements to their show airing on Thursday, June 6th at 7:00
a.m. (ET/PT) on Lifetime TV. Aquis GmbH will feature their Maxima® + C filter-cartridge as part of an “Incredible Discoveries” series. Make
sure to watch as Julie Moran helps jump start the day with animated conversation and great information to balance and empower a
women’s life.

Don’t miss this featured segment taking center stage on The Balancing Act:

-          Turn Tap Water in to a Vitamin C Enriched Drink with Aquis GmbH

Is your drinking water healthy? Using a filter can separate the good minerals, like calcium and magnesium, from the bad, such as lead and
copper, but tap water can get even healthier. Join Julie Moran and Miranda Khan, product expert, in The Balancing Act kitchen to see this
innovative type of water filter called the ClaroSwiss® water filter system with Maxima + C filter-cartridge that adds Vitamin C as it is
filtering. Vitamin C, an essential nutrient, acts as an antioxidant, is known to fight infections and strengthen the immune system.
Consumers and their families can drink clear water free of impurities while getting their recommended daily allowance of Vitamin C.

"As a newcomer to the US market The Balancing Act has provided us with lots of support and opportunities to find our way to the public
and the people of this great country."

 http://www.claroswiss.com

The line-up is complete with these segments back by popular demand:

-          Learn the Benefits of Green Coffee Bean Extract with Healthy Body Inc. - A third of Americans are overweight and another third
are obese. Join Dan Wienek and Adam Hagaman of Healthy Body in a “Health Matters’ segment to learn about the benefits of green coffee
beans and their role in facilitating weight loss. Tru Pure Green Coffee Beans with GCA is a new supplement that has been tested and
backed up by scientific research to show impressive weight loss results, naturally.

https://healthybodyinc.com

-          Discover the Liquid Advantage: Wellesse Premium Liquid Supplements

Registered dietician Marie Spano at WELLESSE brings her knowledge of proper diet and supplementation of those diets, as she
discusses how to be healthier at any stage of life. With women’s lives increasingly busier and more demanding, the importance of feeding
our bodies high quality vitamins, minerals and nutrients is more and more critical. And equally important is the delivery mechanism of those
supplements -- pill vs. liquid form. It does make a difference.

http://www.wellesse.com
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About The Balancing Act® on Lifetime Television

Now in its 6th year, The Balancing Act® continues to empower women in all aspects of their lives. The mission at The Balancing Act® is
simple -- the show strives to help today’s modern woman balance it all by bringing them exceptional solutions to everyday problems.
Entertaining, educational and trusted by women, viewers can tune in to America’s premier morning show The Balancing Act weekday mornings
on Lifetime television at 7 am (ET/PT).


